
Apostle Baptistry 

Our show stopper, this is the pool with real stage presence for your bigger events – and surprisingly it still 
fits in most cars for transport! 

The Apostle gives your event the same scale as you would get with a permanently installed baptistry. 
There’s plenty of room, plenty of depth and a sense of occasion that’s hard to beat. 

Our unique design features lightweight panelling that’s easy to carry into place. Our specialist reinforce-
ment with metal strips and washers means the Apostle has no problem with the additional water pressure 
of such a large pool. 

You can choose our highly polished ceramic look in a range of colours. Our standard offer is a warm 
Shaker style cream wood effect. Choose the colour of your liner, with pale blue as standard. 

Everything included for you: 

12 panels; liner; nuts and bolts; a fibreglass step; foam base mats; a submersible pump; a 4.8kw water 
heater; an insulating floating top; puncture repair kit. 

Three options on piping: 10m hosepipe to fill and 10m crushproof pipe to empty OR 15m crushproof pip-
ing OR 15m layflat piping. 

Optional extras: 

Add a second liner for £179 + VAT 

Add a double step suitable for the deeper pool for £150 

Add a good strong storage box to keep all your equipment safe and together for £45 

 

 

Dimensions: 
Capacity: 3000 litres 
Size when set up: 210cm across and 100cm deep 
Size when flat:  12 panels when flat: 100cm x 60cm 
each 
Equipment box: 75x45x35cm 

Rough estimates for you: 
Rating for set up: Moderate – for team of three 
How long to set up? Around 30 mins for 3 people 
How long to fill? Around three to four hours 
How long to heat? At best around 10 hours; at most 
around 18 hours (see our blog for tips on heating). 


